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Abstract. This paper presents a cluster-based feature transformation
technique for telephone-based speaker verification when labels of the
handset types are not available during the training phase. The technique combines a cluster selector with cluster-dependent feature transformations to reduce the acoustic mismatches among different handsets.
Specifically, a GMM-based cluster selector is trained to identify the cluster that best represents the handset used by a claimant. Handset distorted features are then transformed by cluster-specific feature transformation to remove the acoustic distortion before being presented to the
clean speaker models. Experimental results show that cluster-dependent
feature transformation with number of clusters larger than the actual
number of handsets can achieve a performance level very close to that
achievable by the handset-based transformation approaches.

1

Introduction

Recently, speaker verification over the telephone has attracted much attention,
primarily because of the proliferation of electronic banking and electronic commerce. Although substantial progress in telephone-based speaker verification has
been made, sensitivity to handset variations remains a challenge. To enhance the
practicality of these systems, techniques that make speaker verification systems
handset invariant are indispensable.
We have previously proposed a handset compensation approach [1] that aims
to resolve the handset variation problem. The approach extends the ideas of
stochastic matching [2] where the parameters of non-linear feature transformations are estimated under a maximum-likelihood framework. To adopt the
transformations to telephone-based speaker verification, a GMM-based handset
selector was also proposed. In addition, we have proposed a divergence-based
handset selector with out-of-handset (OOH) rejection capability in [3] to handle
the utterances obtaining from ‘unseen’ handsets. The selector is able to identify
?
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the ‘seen’ handsets and reject the ‘unseen’ handsets so that appropriate compensation techniques can be applied to the distorted features obtained from these
handsets. Although promising results have been obtained, the approach assumes
that the labels of the handset types are known during the training phase so that
handset-dependent feature transformations can be derived for the ‘seen’ handsets. This requirement, however, is difficult to fulfill in practical situations. For
utterances obtained from a telephone conversation, the only known information is the telephone number. As a telephone number can associate with several
handsets, determining the handset type based on a given phone number alone
is not very reliable. Without a reliable method to identify the handset type, the
approaches proposed in [1] and [3] become less useful.
To address the above problem, this paper proposes to use cluster-dependent
feature transformations, instead of handset-dependent feature transformations,
for channel compensation. In this cluster-based approach, a two-level clustering
procedure is used to create a number of clusters from a telephone speech corpus
such that each cluster represents a group of handsets with similar characteristics
and that one set of transformation parameters is derived for each of the clusters.
A cluster selector is also proposed to select the cluster that best represents the
handset in a verification session. The distorted vectors are transformed according
to the transformation parameters associated with the identified cluster.

2

Stochastic Feature Transformation

The key idea of stochastic matching [2] is to transform the distorted data to fit
the clean speech models. Assuming that the telephone channel is represented by
a cepstral bias b, the transformed vectors x̂t can be written as
x̂t = fν (yt ) = yt + b

(1)

where yt is a D-dimensional distorted vector, ν = {bi }D
i=1 is the set of transformation parameters, and fν (·) denotes the transformation function. Given distorted speech yt , t = 1, . . . , T and an M -center Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
X M
X
X
ΛX = {ωjX , µX
j , Σj }j=1 with mixing coefficients ωj , mean vectors µj and coX
variance matrices Σj derived from the clean speech of several speakers (ten
speakers in this work), the maximum-likelihood estimates of ν can be iteratively
computed via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [4] as follows [1]
PT PM
X −2 X
(µji − yt,i )
t=1
j=1 hj (fν (yt ))(σji )
0
bi =
i = 1, . . . , D
(2)
PT PM
X −2
t=1
j=1 hj (fν (yt ))(σji )
where hj (fν (yt )) is the posterior probability given by
X
ωjX p(fν (yt )|µX
j , Σj )
hj (fν (yt )) = PM
X
X
X
l=1 ωl p(fν (yt )|µl , Σl )

(3)

X
X
X
where p(fν (yt )|µX
j , Σj ) ≡ N (fν (yt ); µj , Σj ) is a normal density with mean
X
X
µj and covariance Σj .

3

Hierarchical Clustering

3.1

Unsupervised Handset Clustering

The clustering algorithm is based on the EM algorithm [4]. Let’s define Y =
{Yu ; u = 1, . . . , U } be a set of vector sequences derived from U utterances, and
C = {C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (N ) } be a set of clusters derived from Y, where N is the
number of clusters. Given a vector sequence Yu derived from an utterance of
an unknown handset, the posterior probability that Yu is generated by the n-th
cluster C (n) is
π (n) p(Yu |Yu ∈ C (n) , φ(n) )
P (C (n) |Yu , Λ) = PN
(k) p(Y |Y ∈ C (k) , φ(k) )
u
u
k=1 π

1≤n≤N

(4)

where
Λ = {π (k) , φ(k) ; k = 1, . . . , N }

and

φ(k) = {µ(k) , Σ (k) ; k = 1, . . . , N }

where π (k) , µ(k) , and Σ (k) denote respectively the mixture coefficient, mean
vector, and covariance matrix of the k-th component density (cluster). Therefore,
∗
∗
the vector sequence Y belongs to the n∗ -th cluster C (n ) if P (C (n ) |Y, Λ) >
P (C (n) |Y, Λ) ∀ n 6= n∗ .
Using this clustering algorithm, we can divide the set of vector sequences Y
into N different clusters, with each cluster containing the vector sequences that
are close to each other in the Mahalanobis sense. Specifically, the cluster C (n) ,
where 1 ≤ n ≤ N , contains the set of vector sequences Y (n) such that
Y (n) = {Y; Y ∈ C (n) and P (C (n) |Y, Λ) > P (C (k) |Y, Λ) ∀
Note also the following properties of Y (n) ’s:
∀ n 6= m.
3.2

SN
n=1

k 6= n}.

Y (n) = Y and Y (n) ∩ Y (m) = φ

Cluster Selector

In our previous work [1], a handset selector is designed to identify the most
likely handset used by the claimants. The handset’s identity was then used to
select the transformation parameters to recover the distorted speech. Although
results have shown that the handset selector is able to identify the ten handsets
in HTIMIT at a rate of 98.29%, it may be difficult to derive one set of transformation parameters for each handset when no labels of the handset types are
available during the training phase.
To address the above problem, we propose to use a cluster selector with
cluster-dependent feature transformation. The cluster selector is constructed by
a two-level clustering procedure. In the first level, the EM-algorithm is used to
create one cluster for each group of similar handsets. That is, the utterances from
all types of handsets that the users may use for verification are grouped together
to form one cluster. This cluster is then divided into N clusters, where N >

1, using the clustering algorithm described in Section 3.1, with each resulting
cluster containing only the utterances from handsets with similar characteristics.
Then, in the second level, a cluster-specific GMM is derived for each cluster using
the utterances in that cluster.
For each cluster, the estimation algorithm described in Section 2 is used to
determine a set of transformation parameters that aim to remove the distortion
introduced by the handsets belonging to that particular cluster.
During verification, the transformation parameters corresponding to the most
likely cluster to which the handset belongs are used to transform the distorted
features to fit the clean speaker models. Specifically, during verification, an utterance of claimant’s speech obtained from an unknown handset is fed to N
cluster-dependent GMMs (denoted as {Ωn }N
n=1 ). The cluster that best represents the handset is selected according to
N XT
n∗ = arg max
log p(yt |Ωn )
(5)
n=1

t=1

where p(yt |Ωn ) is the likelihood of the n-th cluster. Then, the transformation
parameters corresponding to the n∗ -th cluster are used to transform the distorted
vectors.

4

Experiments and Results

4.1

Uncoded and Coded Corpora

HTIMIT [5] and GSM-transcoded HTIMIT containing resynthesized GSM coded
speech [6] were used to evaluate the proposed approach. HTIMIT was obtained
by playing back a subset of the TIMIT corpus through 9 different telephone
handsets (cb1-cb4, el1-el4, and pt1) and a Sennheizer head-mounted microphone
(senh). The GSM-transcoded corpus was obtained by encoding the speech in
HTIMIT using a GSM coder. The encoded utterances were then decoded to
produce resynthesized speech. Feature vectors were extracted from each of the
utterances in the uncoded and coded corpora. The feature vectors were 12dimensional mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) [7]. These vectors were
computed every 14 ms using a Hamming window of 28 ms.
Speakers in the corpora were divided into a speaker set (50 male and 50 female) and an impostor set (25 male and 25 female). Each speaker was assigned
a personalized 32-center GMM that models the characteristics of his/her own
voice.3 Each GMM was trained by using the feature vectors derived from the
HTIMIT’s SA and SX sentence sets (with a total of 7 sentences) of the corresponding speaker. A collection of all SA and SX sentences uttered by all speakers
in the speaker set was used to train a 64-center GMM background model (Mb ).
The handset “senh” in HTIMIT was used as the enrollment handset, and utterances obtained from it were considered to be clean.
3

We choose to use GMMs with 32 centers because of limited amount of data for each
speaker. We found that the EM algorithm becomes numerically unstable when the
number of centers is larger than 32.

4.2

Cluster-Dependent Feature Transformation

All of the HTIMIT utterances from the 9 different handsets (cb1-cb4, el1-el4,
and pt1) were put together to form one cluster, and then the clustering algorithm
in Section 3.1 was used to divide this cluster into N clusters (N = 3, 6, 9, 12 and
15 in this work). In HTIMIT, each utterance has ten different versions, each of
them being produced by playing the corresponding clean TIMIT utterance to
one of the ten handsets. As a result, the corpus contains an identical number of
utterances from each speaker for all handsets. This enables the clustering process
to take the handset characteristics, rather than the speaker characteristics, into
account. After the clustering process, each cluster will contain the speech of
different speakers from the same handset (or a group of handsets with similar
characteristics).
For the n-th cluster (n = 1, . . . , N ), 70 utterances corresponding to that
cluster were selected to create a 2-center GMM ΛYn , i.e. M = 2 in (2). In
order to minimize speaker/utterance variation and to retain handset variation
between a distorted cluster and the features extracted from the enrollment handset, the 70 utterances corresponding to the distorted cluster and the enrollment
handset must have identical contexts and they must be produced by the same
set of speakers. For example, Utterance k of cluster n will have context identical to Utterance k of handset “senh”, and so on, and they are produced by
the same speaker. Specifically, 70 utterances from handset “senh” were used to
create ΛX1 , . . . , ΛXN , with ΛXn being created from the same set of sentences
used to create ΛYn for n = 1, . . . , N . As a result, {ΛXn , ΛYn }N
n=1 forms a set of
GMM pairs representing the statistical difference between the enrollment handset “senh” and the verification handsets in each of the clusters. Then, for each
pair of {ΛXn , ΛYn }N
n=1 , a set of transformation parameter νn were computed
using the estimation formulae described in Section 2.
As claimants may use the enrollment handset “senh” for verification, a set
of feature transformation parameters were also derived for handset “senh” by
creating a 2-center GMM ΛX using the SA and SX sentences obtained from
senh. This handset-dependent feature transformation will be used when speech
from the enrollment handset is fed to the verification system.
The same procedures were also applied to the GSM-transcoded HTIMIT
(GSM )
corpus, and a set of GSM-based feature transformation parameters νn
were
computed for each cluster.
4.3

Coder-Dependent Cluster Selectors
(i)

Two cluster selectors, each of them consisting of N +1 64-center GMMs {Ωn ; i =
1, 2 and n = 1, . . . , N + 1}, were constructed from the SA and SX sentence sets
of the uncoded and coded corpora (i = 1 for the uncoded corpus and i = 2
(i)
for the GSM-transcoded corpus). For example, GMM Ωn for n = 1, . . . , N
represents the characteristics of speech derived from the n-th cluster of the i-th
(i)
corpus, while GMM ΩN +1 represents the characteristics of speech derived from

the enrollment handset (senh) of the i-th corpus. Here, we treat all the speech
from the enrollment handset as one cluster. Unlike the speaker models described
in Section 4.1, the amount of data in each cluster allows us to use a lot more
centers for each GMM. However, we choose to use 64 centers only because our
objective is to capture the handset characteristics rather than the characteristics
of individual speakers. As the handset characteristics should be broader than the
speaker characteristics in the feature space, deriving a small number of centers
from the utterances of many speakers should prevent the centers from capturing
the speaker characteristics.
4.4

Verification Procedures

During verification, a vector sequence Y derived from a claimant’s utterance
(SI sentence) was fed to a coder-dependent (Uncoded or GSM) cluster selector
corresponding to the coder being used by the claimant. According to the outputs
of the cluster selector (5), a set of coder-dependent transformation parameters
were selected. Note that in addition to the N clusters, the output of the cluster
selector used in this experiment can also be “senh”. The features were transformed and then fed to a 32-center GMM speaker model (Ms ) to obtain a score
(log p(Y|Ms )), which was then normalized according to [8]
S(Y) = log p(Y|Ms ) − log p(Y|Mb )

(6)

where Mb is a 64-center GMM background model. S(Y) was compared with a
threshold to make a verification decision. In this work, the threshold for each
speaker was adjusted to determine the equal error rate (EER). For ease of comparison, we collect the scores of 100 speakers, each being impersonated by 50
impostors, to compute the speaker-independent equal error rate (EER). There
were 300 client speaker trials (100 client speakers × 3 sentences per speaker)
and 150,000 impostor trials (50 impostors per speaker × 100 client speakers ×
3 sentences per impostor).
4.5

Verification Results

The results using uncoded HTIMIT and GSM-transcoded HTIMIT are summarized in Table 1. A baseline experiment (without using the cluster selectors
and feature transformations), an experiment using CMS as channel compensation, and an experiment using a handset selector and handset-dependent feature
transformation were also conducted for comparison. The EERs of 100 genuine
speakers and 50 impostors were averaged to give an average EER. Columns labeled with “HTIMIT” and “GSM-HTIMIT” respectively show the performance
for HTIMIT speech and GSM-transcoded HTIMIT speech.
For uncoded HTIMIT, Table 1 shows that the cluster-dependent feature
transformation approach, with number of clusters used (N ) between 3 and 15,
can significantly reduce the error rates as compared to the baseline and the
CMS methods. However, under handset mismatch conditions with N = 3 and

Number of HTIMIT (%) GSM-HTIMIT (%)
Transformation
Clusters Mismatch Matched Mismatch Matched
Row Method
Used (N ) Handset Handset Handset Handset
1
Baseline
N/A
23.51
3.09
24.77
5.99
2
CMS
N/A
11.81
6.95
14.72
8.50
3
FT (Handset-based)
N/A
7.10
3.19
10.18
4.32
4
FT (Cluster-based)
3
9.02
3.12
11.55
4.64
5
FT (Cluster-based)
6
8.66
3.12
11.02
4.89
6
FT (Cluster-based)
9
7.91
3.20
10.18
4.48
7
FT (Cluster-based)
12
7.85
3.13
9.83
4.59
8
FT (Cluster-based)
15
7.62
2.98
10.14
4.87
Table 1. Equal error rates (in %) under handset match/mismatch conditions for uncoded HTIMIT and GSM-transcoded HTIMIT. Transformation methods include the
baseline, cepstral mean subtraction (CMS), handset-dependent feature transformation,
and cluster-dependent feature transformation. FT stands for zero-th order stochastic
feature transformation.

N = 6 (Rows 4 and 5, Column 4), the average EERs are higher than that of the
handset-dependent feature transformation approach (Row 3, Column 4). As we
have used the utterances from 9 different handsets (cb1-cb4, el1-el4, and pt1)
for finding the clusters, for N = 3 or N = 6, the clustering algorithm may
not be able to create sufficient clusters such that each of them contains only
the utterances from the handsets with similar characteristics. If a cluster contains utterances from different kinds of handsets, a global feature transformation
will result, which may reduce the capability of the transformation to recover the
speech patterns. This problem can be solved by using more clusters. For instance,
for cluster-dependent feature transformation with N = 9, 12, and, 15 (Rows 6
to 8, Column 4), average EERs comparable to that of the handset-dependent
feature transformation were obtained.
Table 1 also shows that under match conditions, varying the number of clusters does not affect the EER significantly. When utterances from the enrollment
handset were fed to the cluster selector, most of them were recognized as “senh”
by the cluster selector and transformed by the transformation parameters of the
enrollment handset. As only a small number of utterances were transformed incorrectly (by the cluster-based transformation), varying the number of clusters
has little effect on the EER.
Similar results were also obtained from the GSM-transcoded speech. In particular, Table 1 shows that under handset mismatch condition, cluster-dependent
feature transformations with N = 9 (Row 6, Column 6) achieve an average EER
that is the same as that of the handset-dependent transformation (Row 3, Column 6). With N = 12 and N = 15 (Rows 7 and 8, Column 6), the clusterdependent feature transformation even outperforms the handset-dependent feature transformation.

Based on the above experimental results, we conjecture that the clusterdependent feature transformation approach can achieve a low average EER
provided that the number of clusters is large enough to prevent global transformation from occurring. However, increasing the number of clusters will also
decrease the number of utterances for training the transformation parameters.
Although we have not attempted to determine the maximum number of clusters
that can be used, we can increase the number as long as there are sufficient utterances in each cluster to create the GMMs and for estimating the transformation
parameters.

5

Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated that cluster-dependent stochastic feature transformation is an effective channel compensation approach to telephone-based speaker
verification. Although it is not guarantee to outperform handset-dependent feature transformation, it will be very useful when labels of the handset types
are not available during the training phase. Results based on 150 speakers of
HTIMIT and GSM-transcoded HTIMIT show that combining cluster-dependent
feature transformation and cluster identification can significantly reduce verification error rate. We also found that cluster-dependent feature transformation
with number of clusters larger than the actual number of handsets can achieve a
performance level very close to that achievable by the handset-dependent transformation approach.
We are currently extending this cluster-based approach to telephone corpora,
such as SPIDRE, where no handset labels are available for both enrollment and
verification.
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